
2. Moving in, Darnell

strong black man in the
neighborhood offer help to move

 stuff

Notice the man secretly checking 
her out while getting very friendly

try to seperate 
jel +1, ang +1

Leave them alone
 and spy
cuck +1

she feel embarrassed
 and The guy gets 

sligtly irritated.

Moving into new house
with last of the stuff

Darell leaves

Darell and Nat, moving

When see how 
strong and big 

his muscles.

Look away
rom +1

Take a look
dar +1, lust +1

When Darell 
invites her to 
try the nearby
 gym with him. 

Darell complemints
Nat's fitness and they
talk about benifits of

going to gym.

Politely decline
rom +1

Tell she will 
think about it

dar +1

Finish moving things

Nat gets along well 
with Darell.

Dar_invite = 1

rom 2
cuck 1
dar 2
ang 1
lust 1
jel 1

dar_upset1

4. Jen& Sam, visit

Erika moves
 to show more

yes
unf +1

Keep looking
 at Jen

ang +1, unf +1

Focus talking
 with Sam

rom +1

Secretly check
 out Jen

no
 rom +1

get caught by Nat 
 and she gives Ethan

 a warning look

Ethan Invite Sam to
 see his 

office room

Sam hints at
 Jen's promicuos

nature

Be curious
about Jen

unf +1

Be curious 
about Sam
allowing it
cuck +1

Sam changes 
subject

Visit from Neighbors

Sam hints 
about their 

open marriage

Show intrigue
if unf > 2

cuck +1 or unf +1

show shock
jel +1, rom +1

Sam tells maybe
some other time

Jen and Nat, first visit

end scene

Meanwhile, 
Jen and Nat

talk about things

Nat mentioin about
 Darrel helping 

and his invitation
to try a nearby gym

Nat blushes

if
dar > 1

Jen asks if Nat 
took the chance to

check him out

Nat shocked

"I don't look at
other men like that."

rom +3

"No, I didn't."
rom +1

"Kind of."
lust +1, dar +1, jen +1

"No, I didn't."
rom +1

Jen:
"No need to hide 
from me, baby.
I've done more 

than just checking 
him out.

Jen:
"If you are feeling brave, I 

can help you 
do more than 

checking him out."

Nat look around
 to see if Ethan

is near by

Ask for more
details.

jen +1, Lust +1

Change the topic.
rom +1

Jen hints about
her cuckold marriage 

with Sam, and 
Darrel is one of
their main bulls.

Aplogize about 
Ethan.
ang +2

Jen:
"That's fine, baby.
I enjoy other men 
looking at me or 

letting them do even
more than that."

Jen:
"It's okay even if 
you looked too.

Your husband was
checking me out

 after all. 

Deny Jen's
claims, defend

Ethan.
rom +3

Jen gets
upset

When Jen 
asks if Nat 
would like to
learn more

"It sounds so 
interesting."

lust +1, jen +1, 

"I'm not sure."
lust +1, rom +1

"It was an interesting
 topic, but a bit too 
strange for me.."

rom +2

Jen understands
 and changes 

the topic.

Jen suggests they 
should continue when

have more privacy.

Jen, Sam
 leave upset

Jen, Sam
 leave happy

if
catch_eth1=true

jen_upset

if
sam_upset = true

Ethan asks Nat 
why Jen was mad

and wanted to leave

Ethan and Nat
discuss that

the neighbors 
are strange

if
sam_upset = true

Nat asks Eth
why Sam is upset

Jen, Sam
 leave upset

rom 9
cuck 2
lust 3
unf 4
jel 2

ang 3
dar 1
jen 3

Tells Sam that
 he should 

keep his wife
under control.

jel +2

Sam
gets upset.

if
jel >1

sam_upset

catch_eth1

yes

no

noyes

noyes

3. Nat and Ethan, first night

While cleaning 
kitchen

express displeasure
about Darrel 

jel +1

Express displeasure 
at her for being too 
friendly with the guy

jel +1, ang +2

sleep

Nat refuses sex

Finish moving
and have dinner

have sex

Tease Nat asking
 if she enjoyed

her time with Darrel.
cuck +1, lust+1, 
rom +1, dar +1

if
dar >1

if
ang > 0

Nat is horny
and seeks sex

Ethan ask
for sex

Nat calls
Ethan being

 crazy
rom +2

Nat blushes
lust +1, 
dar +1

rom 3
cuck 1
lust 2
jel 1
dar 1
ang 2

yesno

noyes

1. Intro

Intro

5. Visit old man

visit old landlord

Talking  with Peter

Ethan notices
Peter looking

and Nat 

if
cuck > 1

find it arousing
cuck +2

if
jel >2

Get upset
jel +1, ang +1

find it funny
rom +1

Ethan peek
at the kitchen

when see
peters hand
on Nat's ass

get mad
jel +1, ang +1

if 
jel > 3

inerrupt and
save Nat
rom +1

Find it amusing
 and keep watching

cuck +1

When Peter
reaches Nat's

crotch

Ethan watched
 as Peter's hand

slowly rise

inerrupt and
save Nat
rom +1

if 
cuck > 2

keep watching
cuck +3

Leave in a 
friendly mood

Leave upset

End scene

Peter ogles  at  
Nat when her 
dress moves

Nat moves to cover
 herself
rom +2

Nat moves to
 show more

lust +1, pet +1

if
catch_eth1 = True

or
lust > 5

nat_show5

yes

Nat goes to
the kitchen to
prepare some

tea.

Peter casually
puts his hand 

around Nat's waist

when Peter
puts his hand

on her ass

ignore
lust +1

when Peter
starts raising

skirt

gently push his 
hand away

rom +1

if 
lust > 5 or

nat_show5 = True

if
rom > 7 

Feel a thrill
lust +1, pet +1

feel uncomfortable
but try to ignore

lust +1

When Peter
touches Nat's

sex over panties

Get  mad
rom +1, ang +2

Gently push
his hand away
lust +1, pet +1

if 
pet > 1

rom 7
pet 3
lust 4
ang 4
jel 2

cuck 6

eth_upset5

if 
cuck > 3

insult_pet5

catch_eth5

save_nat5 save_nat5

6.Ethan & Nat after Peter 1st

Back at home

if
insult_pet5 = True

if
eth_upset5 = True

if
catch_eth5 = True

if
pet > 1

if
nat_show5 = True

if
catch_eth5 = True

Nat and Ethan 
happy 

Nat and Ethan argue

if
pet > 2

Nat is upset 
about Ethan

not saving her

Ethan asks Nat
why she acted 
so shameless
jel +2, ang +2

Avoid talking about it

Ethan trying 
to decide about 

asking Nat
about her behavior

Nat and Ethan 
avoid the topic

and feel awkward

Nat
 feel guilty

and conflicted

Nat and Eth
talk about Peter

Nat happy about 
Eth saving her

if
save_nat5 = True

if
save_nat5 = True

Nat regrets
teasing Peter

Nat & Eth 
sex scene

End

nateth_argue6

nateth_happy6 nat_conflicted6

jel 2
ang 2

no

no

no yes

yes

yes

yes

no

yes

yesyes

no

yesno

no

yes no

no

7. Coffee with Jen

A few days
later

Dar message
Nat

if
jen_upset = True

Jen invite Nat
for coffee

if
rom > 10

Ignore
rom +2

Decline
rom +1

Accept
dar +2, lust +1

Dar invite
Nat for gym

if 
dar > 3

end 
dar text

accept_gym7

Nat accept

Nat and Jen 
meet at

coffee shop

reply
dar +1

ignore7

if
ang < 5

if
dar_upset1, ignore7

accept_gym7 = False

if
dar_upset1 = True

Nat ask Jen
not to talk 
about Dar

Jen encourage
Nat to cheat

Jen and Nat
talk about
cuckolding

Jen encourage
Nat to reconsider
going to gym with

Dar

if
accept_gym7 = True

Jen praise
Nat

end coffee
talk

cheat7

When see
Jen's car

Your job is 
not easy
jen +1

I wish I could 
find a better 

job
jen +1, grd +1

end

Nat ask Jen
not to talk 
about Dar

if
ignore7 = True

if
dar_upset1 = True

decline7

rom 2
lust 1
dar 3
jen 1
grd 1

no

yes

yesno

yes

no

8. Ethnat talk 8

Eth & Nat
talk8

Dar message
Nat

if
rom > 10

Ignore
rom +2

Decline
rom +2

Accept
dar +2, lust +1

Dar invite
Nat for gym

end 
dar text

accept_gym7

reply
dar +1

ignore7

if
cheat7 == True

Eth & Nat
talk

if
jen_upset = True

if
sam_upset = True

Nat hides
she met Jenna

Nat tells
she met Jenna

if
accept_gym7=True

Nat hides 
about Darrel

Nat tellsshe forgot
and made other plans

if 
cheat7=True

Nat tells about
going with Darrel

if 
cuck > 5

Ethan is 
conflicted

Ethan encourage
Nat to go with 

Darrel

if 
decline7 = True

decline7

Nat tells about
Darrel texting

Ethan talks 
about his interview

if 
dar_upset1 = True

if 
cuck > 5

Ethan gets
angry

Ethan tells Nat
should have

accepted

Ethan is 
happy

if 
ignore7= True

Nat gym
lie

if 
cuck > 5

Ethan is 
confused

Nat angry
gym

Nat angry
no gym

Nat happy
gym

Nat happy
no gym

if 
jel > 3

Eth makes
Nat upset

Eth makes
Nat mad

nat_mad8

nat_upset8

end

nat_lie8

happy_nogym8

happy_gym8
Nat consider

cancelling plan

Cancel plans
rom +2

Go to gym
dar +2

rom 2
dar 2

yes

no

no

yesno

yes

yes no

noyes

yes

no

yes no

yes

no yes

else

no yes

9. After Ethan Nat talk8

morning

if
nat_upset8 = True

and
nat_lie8 = False

if 
nat_lie8 = True

if
happy_gym8 = True

if
happy_nogym8 = True

if
nat_mad8 = True

Nat sneak away
 with Dar to the gym

Nat go with
Dar to the gym

Nat leave with
Dar to the gym

if 
nat_upset8= True

Eth decide
whether to 
stalk Nat

if
cuck > 5

Eth looks
happy

Eth looks
conflicted

Eth looks
upset

Go to 
interview
rom +2

Follow 
Nat and Dar

jel +4
follow9int_nonat9

Eth decide
whether to 
stalk Nat

Go to 
interview
rom +2

Follow 
Nat and Dar

cuck +4

nat_home9

eth_conflicted9
Nat stay home
upset with Eth

Follow 
Nat and Dar

eth_upset9

End

Nat and Eth
go to interview

rom 2
cuck 4
jel 4

nat_sneak9

Ethan goes to
interview

no

yesno

yes

10. Nat Darrel gym1

Nat Dar
gym 1

Nat and Darrel
arrives at the gym

Darrel helps
Nat with workout

Nat decides
what to do when

Dar start touching
her sex

if 
decline7 = True

stop Darrel
rom +3

Let Darrel
continue

dar +4, lust +4

end

Nat have
an orgasm

if 
eth_watch10 = True

Dar notice Eth
 

and talk

nat_dar10

yes

no

yes

if 
follow9 = True

Darrel starts to
get sexual with

Nat

Ethan arrives
at the gym

if 
follow9 = true

Ethan is shocked
by seeing

Dar touching Nat

if 
eth_upset9 = True

if 
nat_sneak9 = True

Eth unsure
what to do

Watch
cuck +3

Leave
rom +1, jel +2

Ethan watch

eth_watch10

Ethan leaves

Eth unsure
what to do

Leave
jel +4

Stop them
jel +8

Ethan stops
them and

make a scene

Ethan is enraged
by seeing

Dar touching Nat

Ethan is very
excited by seeing
Dar touching Nat

eth_leave10 eth_stop10

nat_stop10

rom 4
cuck 3
jel 8
lust 4
dar 4

eth_caught10

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no yes

no

11. Nat Pet home1

Nat at home
upset and

drinking wine

Peter comes
around to 

hand over a key

Peter asks
what's wrong

if 
pet = 0 

Hide reason
rom +2

Tell truth
pet +1

Peter and Nat
have a conversaiton

Peter leaves

Peter offers
to bring some
stronger drinks

Accept
pet +1

Decline

nat_drink11

if
nat_drink11 = True

Peter starts 
speaking

ill of Ethan

Nat agree with
Peter

if
ang > 5

Nat defends
Ethen

no_pet11

nat_truth11

Peter makes Nat
have an orgasm

End

nat_org11

Nat Peter home1
 

Try to interrupt their conversation and send Nat away.
Express displeasure at Nat for getting too friendly with Darrel.

Keep looking at her legs
Accept the challenge and look between her legs

Tell Sam needs to keep his woman under control.
No I didn�t

Apologize for Ethan�s behaviour
Ask for more details

It sounds so interesting
Change position to show even more

Get upset
Ignore

Get mad
I wish I could find a job that pays like yours

Reply
Accept

Cancel going to the Gym

yes

no

yesno

12. Int no nat

Ethan goes to
interview without

Nat

Meet Riya

Keep 
professional

rom +2

eth_flirt12

Riya says
she hopes 
Ethan gets

the job

Flirt back
unf +2

End

if
nat_home9 = True

or
nat_mad8 = True

Ethan fails
interview

eth_job

no yes

13. Int with Nat

Ethan and Nat
go to the 
interview

Meet Riya

Riya says
she hopes 
Ethan gets

the job

Keep 
professional

rom +2

Flirt back
unf +2

eth_flirt13

End

eth_job

14. After gym1

if
follow9 = True

if
eth_upset9 = True

if
eth_stop10 =  True

if
eth_watch10 = True

Ethan is upsetEthan is conflicted

Nat and Ethan
talk and argue

end

argue14

Nat gets
mad that 

Ethan missed
interview

if
nat_stop10 = True

Ethan hides
that he followed

Ethan confess
that he followed

eth_hide14eth_confess14

eth_upset14eth_conflicted14

if
nat_stop10 = True

Nat 
apologize

Nat become
confrontatoinal

nat_threat14 nat_apol14

Darrel text

Nat apologize
 

Try to interrupt their conversation and send Nat away.
Express displeasure at Nat for getting too friendly with Darrel.

Keep looking at her legs
Accept the challenge and look between her legs

Be curious about Jenna
Show shock

I don�t look at other men like that
Apologize for Ethan�s behavior

Ask for more details
It sounds interesting

Change position to show even more
Get upset

Ignore
Get mad

I wish I could find a job that pays like yours
Reply

Decline
Follow Nat and Darrel

Leave
Stop Darrel

no

yes

yes

noyes

yesno

no

yesnoyesno

15. After int no nat

Ethan comes
home

if
nat_home9 = True

if
happy_gym8 = True

if 
nat_sneak9 = True

if
eth_conflicted9 = True

Ethan is very 
eager to learn 

about Nat's day 
with Darrel

Ethan is intrigued
but hesitant to ask

about Nat's day
with Darrel

Ethan acts cold
and Nat feels

miserable

Ethan acts cold
towards Nat

if 
nat_org11 = True

Ethan acts cold
and Nat feels
more upset

End

eth_eager15eth_intri15nat_miser15nat_upset15

eth_cold15
if 

nat_mad8 = True

Ethan and Nat
acts cold to
eachother

nat_mad15

nono

noyes

yes

yesno

16. Nat Eth s3

After dinner

eth_eager15 = True nat_apol14 = Trueeth_confess14 = True

eth_intri15 = True
if

nat_dar10 = True

Nat gives Ethan
a reward as an

apology.

Nat enquire Ethan
about him spying.

Nat talks about 
Darrel and excites 

Ethan 

Ethan makes Nat 
tell everything

Nat tells all details
to Ethan

When 
Nat asks

if Ethan finds it
hot

When
Ethan asks

if Nat wanted
more

Yes
rom +2, cuck +4,

lust +4, 

Not sure
rom +2, lust +2

No
jel +=8

Yes
lust +8

Nat is reluctant
but Ethan wants 

convince Nat

Ethan is reluctant
but Nat wants to
convince Ethan

Nat and Ethan
both find it exciting

Sex SexSex

Sex

if
happy_nogym8 = True

Sex

No sex

nosex16

nat_reluc16eth_reluc16 nateth16

End

argue14 = True
or

nat_threat14 = True

Nat sleeping when
Ethan comes back

home

(eth_reluc16)
 

Leave them alone
Take a better look

Tell Darrel that she would think about it
Express displeasure about Darrel�s behaviour

Keep looking at her legs
Accept the challenge and look between her legs

Be curious about Jenna
Show shock
I kind of did

Ask for more details
It sounds interesting

Change position to show even more
Find it funny and amusing

Ignore
Interrupt and save Nat

Reply
Accept 

IN/A
Let Darrel continue

N/A
No, I don�t feel comfortable

(nat_reluc16)
 

Leave them alone
Take a better look

Politely decline Darrel�s offer
Tease Nat about her time with Darrel

Keep looking at her legs
It�s too risky and inappropriate

Be curious about how Sam handles it
Show intrigue
I kind of did

Ask for more details
I�m not sure

Change position to show even more
Find it arousing

Ignore
Secretly watch

Feel uncomfortable but try to ignore
Interrupt and rescue Nat

Reply
Decline

N/A
Go to the interview

Stop Darrel
N/A

Not sure

noyes

18. Nat search

if
jen_test17 = True

Nat search
about cuckolding

in internet

Nat walks into
house

if
nateth16 = True

or
happy_nogym8 = True

or
eth_hide17 = True

or
nat_reluc16 = True

or 
eth_reluc16 = True

or
nat_apol14 = True

if
jeneth17 = True

Ethan looks
troubled

Ethan tells Nat
about Jenna's
strange visit

if
jen_visit17 = True

Ethan welcomes
Nat

Ethan doesn't
welcome Nat

In the evening

if
nateth16 = True

or
nat_reluc16 = True

 

Ethan tells Nat
that he sent some

web pages

Nat and Ethan
happy sleep

if 
happy_nogym8 = True

or
eth_hide17 = True

Nat sleeps
alone

End

nat_search18

yesno

yes

yes no

no

no

yesno

yesno

Nat comes
home

if
nat_org11 = True

Nat meets 
Peter

Nat and Pet
have a friendly
conversation.

Pet makes
Nat embarrassed

uncomfortable

noyes

Nat chat with
Jen

if
jen_eth17 = True

if 
eth_reluc16 = True

or
nat_apol14 = True

Nat decides to remain
faithful to Ethan

Nat is convinced
to cuck Ethan

Jen encourages
Nat to cheat on

Ethan

nat_faith18

nat_cheat18

nateth_sex18

yes

no

yes

yes

no

19. Nat shower

In the morning

if
nat_search18 = True

if
nat_cheat18 = True

Ethan encourage
Nat to send more

sexy photos.

Nat goes to
shower

Nat and Dar
chat and send

selfies

Nat goes to
shower

Nat and Dar
sext

if
nateth_sex18 = True

Nat and Ethan 
wake up

Dar offer to
take Nat to gym
during off hours

Nat agrees

Dar offers to
take Nat to gym
during off hours

Nat decides
to ask Ethan

first
rom +4

Nat accepts
dar +2, esub +2

Nat asks Ethan
about Darrel's

suggestion

Nat tells Ethan
that she agreed

to Darrel's invitation

nat_agree19 nat_ask19

nat_cheat19

Talk about future
plans

Ethan mistakenly
sends them to

Peter.

End

Nat leaves for
work

if
nat_org11 = True

Peter messsage
Nat

Darrel reply 

vanilla19

if
nat_reluc16 = True

Nat and Ethan 
wake up

Talk about future
plans

nat_reluc19 nateth19

yes

yes

no

yesno

no

yes

no

noyes

20. Paths_1

Ethan visits
and talk

with Peter

Nat comes
home

Nat asks about
what happened

with Peter.

if
nat_ask19 = True

Ask for Ethan's
advice

Tells Ethan that
she accepted

Nat tells Ethan 
about

Darrel's invitation

Nat comes
 home

Ethan wonders
how to talk
to Peter.

if
nateht19 = True

cuck_path
if 

nat_reluc19 = True

Nat comes
home 

nat_reluc_path
if 

nat_cheat19= True

Nat comes
home 

ntr_path
if 

vanilla19= True

Nat comes
home 

vanilla_path
if

nat_org11 = True

Nat comes
home 

pet_path

Nat comes
home 

other_pathelse

if
nat_ask19 = True

Nat askes for
Ethan's thoughts

about Darrel's
invitation.

Nat informs that
she accepted

Darrel's invitation

End

Ethan gives Nat
a warm welcome

Ethan gives Nat
a warm welcome

Ethan express
displeasure about
Nat arriving home

late

Ethan shows 
suspicion about
Nat arriving late

Ethan express
displeasure about
Nat arriving home

late

if
eth_reluc16 = True

Ethan gives Nat
a warm welcome

yes yesyes yes yes

noyes

21. Gym2

Nat gets 
ready to go
to the gym

Nat gets 
ready to go
to the gym

if
nat_threat14 = True

 or
argue14 = True

or
nat_mad15 = True

Ethan tried to
follow Nat.

Ethan avoids
confrontation.

eth_angry21

Nat and Darrel
gym

Nat and Darrel
gym

Nat and Darrel
gym

yes no

22. After Gym2

Nat comes
home

Nat comes
home

if
eth_angry21 = True

Ethan confronts
Nat

Nat finds Ethan
already sleeping

When 
Ethan asks for
more details 

Show Ethan
the photo
rom +4

Tell Ethan to
ask Darrel

dar +2, esub +2

Nat tells Ethan
to ask Darrel 

for details

Nat let Ethan
see the photo

Ethan reclaims
Nat

show22

Nat goes to bed

In the morning,
Nat and Ethan

discuss.

When Nat
asks if Ethan

had wanted to taste
Darrel's cum during

the kiss

I don't know
rom +2, cuck +2

Yes
esub +2, cuck +2

eth_yes22

Ethan text
Darrel

In the morning,
Darrel text Nat

yes no

23. Natpet 1

Peter talks to
Nat outside house

When Nat tries
to initiate sex

with Ethan

"Accept."
rom +2

"Ignore."
ang +2

Nat feels 
rejected

Ethan and Nat
have brief sex

Peter message
Nat in the morning

Nat sends
selfies 

When Nat
thinks about sending

Peter a reward

"Give reward."
lust +2, pet +2

"Control herself."
rom +4

if
eth_ignore23 

nat_reward23

nat_control23

eth_ignore23 eth_iaccept23

24. Nat eth home

Ethan suggests
watching porn

together.

Ethan suggests
watching porn

together.

When Nat 
asks what to

watch

When Nat 
asks what to

watch

Cuckolding
Something 

new

Nat gets upset
and choose to

watch normal porn

Nat asks
Ethan to
choose

InterracialPublic sex

Nat and Ethan
watch a few 

videos

Ethan tries
to play cuckold

video.

Nat closes
the laptop

Nat and Ethan
sex

Nat and Ethan
look at a few videos

with interest.

The topic
changes to

exhibitionism.

Nat reveals
she finds it

hot

Let Nat choose
Something 

new

Nat and Ethan
look at a few videos

with interest.

The topic
changes to

exhibitionism.

Nat reveals
she finds it

hot

Nat and Ethan
watch a few 

videos

Nat and Ethan
sex

nat_exhi24

Nat chooses
romantic porn

eth_cuck24

25. Nat office1

if
nat_exhi24 = True

Nat text Ethan

Ethan talks Nat
into taking off
her panties.

if
nat_exhi24 = True

Nat text Ethan

Ethan talks Nat
into taking off
her panties.

Nat text Ethan

Ethan talks Nat
into taking off
her panties.

Nat text Ethan Nat text Ethan

yesyes no no

26. Plan club

if
eth_reluc16 = True

Jenna and Nat
talk about sex with

Darrel

Jenna invites Nat
to go to club.

Nat accepts
Nat tells she
already has 

plans with Ethan

Jenna gives
advice on

how to seduce
 Ethan into 
cuckolding

Jenna suggests
 let her choose 

Nat's dress

When 
time to
choose

Revealing dress
cuck +2

Ethan 
shopping

for a dress

Normal dress
rom +2

nat comes
home

nat comes
home

nat comes
home

Nat and Ethan
talks 

Nat and Ethan
talks 

Ethan suggests
going on a date

When 
time to
choose

Revealing dress
cuck +2

Ethan 
shopping

for a dress

Normal dress
rom +2

nat comes
home

Nat and Ethan
talks 

Ethan suggests
going on a date

r_dress26

When 
time to
choose

Revealing dress
lust +2

Ethan 
shopping

for a dress

Normal dress
rom +2

if
nat_exhi24 = True

noyes

27. Eth office 1

if
eth_job = True

if
eth_flirt13 = True

Riya moves close
when helping Ethan

Riya moves closer
and Ethan affected

Riya flirts

Flirt back
unf +2, edom +1

When
Riya begins to

flirt

Avoid the flirting
rom +2

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.
eth_flirt27

Ethan and Riya
have a close moment

if
eth_job = True

if
eth_flirt13 = True

Riya moves close
when helping Ethan

Riya moves closer
and Ethan affected

Riya flirts

Flirt back
unf +2, edom +1

When
Riya begins to

flirt

Avoid the flirting
rom +2

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.
eth_flirt27

Ethan and Riya
have a close moment

if
eth_job = True

if
eth_flirt13 = True

Riya moves close
when helping Ethan

Riya moves closer
and Ethan affected

Riya flirts

Flirt back
unf +2, edom +1

When
Riya begins to

flirt

Avoid the flirting
rom +2

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.
eth_flirt27

Ethan and Riya
have a close moment

if
eth_job = True

if
eth_flirt13 = True

Riya moves close
when helping Ethan

Riya moves closer
and Ethan affected

Riya flirts

Flirt back
unf +2, edom +1

When
Riya begins to

flirt

Avoid the flirting
rom +2

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.
eth_flirt27

Ethan and Riya
have a close moment

if
eth_job = True

Riya moves close
when helping Ethan

Riya moves closer
and Ethan affected

Flirt back
unf +2, edom +1

When
Riya begins to

flirt

Avoid the flirting
rom +2

Ethan talks about
his wife, and Riya

leaves.

eth_flirt27

Ethan and Riya
have a close moment

if
nat_threat14 = True

&
argue14 = True

if
nat_mad15 = True

Ethan and Nat
acting cold to 

each other

Ethan and Nat
acting friiendly to 

each other

Ethan and Nat
acting friiendly to 

each other

if
eth_flirt12 = False

if
nat_threat14 = True

&
argue14 = True

if
nat_mad15 = True

ethnat_cold27

eth_obli27eth_dep27

yes

yes no

no

yes

yesno

no

yes

yesno

no

yes

yesno

no

no

yes

no yes

yes no

no

yes no

yes

28. Club 1

Ethan shows
Nat the dress.

if
r_dress26 = True

if
nat_exhi24 = True

Nat gets upset
and cancels

the date.

Nat agrees to
wear the dress.

When Nat
ask about the

reason for 
the dress

"Admit truth."
cuck +1, rom +2

"Try to avoid"
ang +3

Nat gets upset
and Ethan begs

Nat to wear the dress

Nat and Ethan
leave home

Nat wears the
dress and show

to Ethan

eth_truth28

nat_cancel28

Nat and Ethan
have dinner

Ethan convinces
Nat to go to a

nightclub

Nat and Ethan
arrive at the club

Nat and Ethan
dance.

Ethan lets Nat
dance alone

A man approaches
Nat and dance 

with her

Ethan follows
Nat and the man

Nat and Ethan
talk

Ethan leaves
for restroom

No one approches
Nat

Ethan convinces
Nat dance freely

Nat and Ethan
talk

Ethan leaves
for restroom

Carl asks for
Nat's number

Vance approaches
Nat

"Intervene."
rom +2, edom +2

Vance takes
Nat to dance floor

Vance waits for
Ethan to return

Ethan agrees to
let Vance dance

with Nat

Ethan returns to
find Nat dancing 

with Vance

When Vance
gets rough with

Nat

"Hesitate"
cuck +2, esub +2

Ethan saves
Nat

Nat calms down
and continue to

dance with Vance

eth_inter28

natcarl_club

Ethan shows
Nat the dress.

Nat wears the
dress and show

to Ethan

Nat and Ethan
leave home

Nat and Ethan
have dinner

Ethan convinces
Nat to go to a

nightclub

if
r_dress26 = True

Nat and Ethan
arrive at the club

Nat and Ethan
dance.

Ethan lets Nat
dance alone

A man approaches
Nat and dance 

with her

Ethan follows
Nat and the man

Nat and Ethan
talk

Ethan leaves
for restroom

Ethan convinces
Nat dance freely

Nat and Ethan
talk

Ethan leaves
for restroom

Carl asks for
Nat's number

natmat_club

Vance approaches
Nat

When Vance
asks Nat for a 

dance

"Hesitate"
lust +3

"Decline"
rom +3

"Intervene."
rom +2, edom +2

Vance takes
Nat to dance floor

Vance waits for
Ethan to return

Ethan agrees to
let Vance dance

with Nat

Ethan returns to
find Nat dancing 

with Vance

When Vance
gets rough with

Nat

"Hesitate"
cuck +2, esub +2

Ethan saves
Nat

Nat calms down
and continue to

dance with Vance

eth_inter28

nat_hesi28

natcarl_club

Ethan shows
Nat the dress.

Nat wears the
dress and show

to Ethan

Nat and Ethan
leave home

Nat and Ethan
have dinner

Ethan convinces
Nat to go to a

nightclub

Nat and Ethan
arrive at the club

Nat and Ethan
dance.

if
r_dress26 = True

A man approaches
Nat and dance 

with her

Nat walks away

Nat and Ethan
talk

Ethan leaves
for restroom

Nat and Ethan
talk

Ethan leaves
for restroom

Carl asks for
Nat's number

Vance approaches
Nat

natcarl_club

When Vance
asks Nat for a 

dance

"Decline"
rom +3

Vance waits for
Ethan to return

Ethan rejects
Vance's request

Nat and Ethan
leaves the club

eth_lie28

natmat_club

if
eth_lie28 = True

 

if
eth_truth28 = True

 

Nat stops
 dancing

if
r_dress26 = True

Ethan convinces
Nat dance freely

Ethan lets Nat
dance alone

if
eth_lie28 = True

 

When Vance
asks Nat for a 

dance

Vance takes
Nat to dance floor

Nat declines

if
eth_truth28 = True

 

Nat declines

When Vance
asks Nat for a 

dance

Vance approaches
Nat

Vance waits for
Ethan to return

Ethan agrees to
let Vance dance

with Nat

if
eth_reluc16 = True

Nat surprises
Ethan by her

choice of dress

Nat and Ethan
leave home

Nat and Ethan
have dinner

Nat convinces
Ethan to go to a

nightclub

Nat and Ethan
arrive at the club

Nat and Ethan
dance.

Nat convinces 
Ethan to accept
her showing off.

Nat
dance alone

A man approaches
Nat and dance 

with her

Ethan leaves
for restroom

Vance approaches
Nat

Nat agrees to
dance with Vance

"Feel excited."
cuck +2, esub +2

"Feel angered."
ang +2, edom +2

eth_exci28eth_ang28
Ethan returns to
find Nat dancing 

with Vance

Ethan intervenes
when Nat and Vance

get intimate.

Ethan is excited
when Nat and Vance

get intimate.

Jenna surprises 
Nat with the

dress

Nat and Jenna
leave for club

Nat and Jenna
arrive at the club

Nat and Jenna
dance.

Jenna convinces 
Nat to dance

freely

Matt joins

Jenna takes Nat
to a restroom where

Matts awaits

Jenna leaves

Nat and Matt
sex scene

Nat and Jenna
go back to 

the bar

Jenna leaves
Nat alone to
look for men

Vance approaches
Nat

Vance takes Nat
for a dance

Vance gets rough
with Nat

Jenna comes
to the rescue

Vance leaves

A man approaches
Nat and dance 

with her

Nat walks away

yes

noyes

yes

yes no

yesno

yes no

no

Group 29

17. After Nat Eth s3

start

if
nateth16 = True

Ethan text Sam
and ask for advice

Ethan text Sam
and ask for advice

if
eth_hide14 = True

if
eth_conflicted14 = True

if
nat_reluc16 = True

Ethan text Sam
and ask for advice

Ethan text Sam
and ask for advice

if
nosex16 = True

Nat goes to
work

Nat goes to
work

eth_hide17

end

no yes

Nat home in
evening

if
argue14 = True

or
nat_mad15 = True

or 
nat_threat14 = True

if
nateth16 = True

if
eth_cold15 = True

or
eth_hide17 = True

if
eth_reluc16 = True

if
nat_apol14 = True

if
happy_nogym8 = True

if
nat_home9 = True

Nat sext with
Darrel

nat_cheat17

Nat sext with
Darrel

Nat sext with
Darrel

Nat sext with
Darrel

if 
jen_upset = True

if 
jen_upset = True

Nat avoids 
replying Darrel

Nat text with
Jenna

Nat text with
Jenna

if 
jen_upset = True

Nat text with
Jenna

if 
jen_upset = True jen_test17

jen_upset17

Nat text with
Jenna

if
nateth16 = True

or
happy_nogym8 = True

nonono no

no

yes

Jenna
visits Ethan

When Jen
ask if Ethan wants

more

if 
unf > 0

if
nat_home9 = False

Accept
unf +5. esub +2

Reject
rom +5, edom +2

if
nat_home9 = True

and
unf = 0

Ethan rejects Jen
and jen leaves.

Ethan accepts 
Jenna's advances

Jen and Ethan
sex

eth_rej17jen_eth17

jen_visit17

ethsam17

yesyesyes yes


